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Content

Wild Planet Eco-project Cameroon,is a non profit organization that
is focused solely in raising awareness through sensitization of the
general public on the need of the protection of nature and our
environment for a sustainable future
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PREFACE

This year 2015 we have executed several activities in our mission
of engaging youths for the campaign against the destruction of our
environment. This letter is thus a dedication to all those who in
one way or the other contributed for the success of the projects
and activities outlined for this year. Special thanks to all our staff
and all those who volunteered throughout with us, to our partner
schools in Cameroon and abroad, to our sponsors and donors, to all
our partner organizations home and abroad, this goes particularly
to Sauveguarde faune sauvage France, to Last Great Ape (LAGA)
Cameroon, to the Mvog-betsi bootanical zoo in Yaounde, to Ease
in conservation Cameroon (ECC), Better World Cameroon(BWC)
and not withstanding Friends of Nature International Austria(NFI)
from whom we derive inspirations for our campaign and proud of
representing the organization in Cameroon.

We hope you will enjoy reading through our letter
Slogan: W.P.E, Action while others still talk.

In 2015, we have yet moved another step forward in our fight for the
campaign for the protection of our remaining natural space and our
environment through education and sensitization;
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INTRODUCTION

Environmental Education (EE) as one of our main activity, we have in 2015
improved our statistics in the number of schools and children attended .
Alongside EE, the Green School Project, a tree planting activity in schools
has also been one of the successful activity of WPE this year. Our EE activities
have since 2012 been concluded with field trips to zoos and parks with kids,
pupils and students in what later became known as Outdoor environmental
learning, 2015 has marked a rise in the number of partner schools
participating with us in this innovative approach of learning of Nature out of
the classroom. WPE travel abroad, we presented our theatre art in EE
learning approach in Holbaek Denmark. 2015 also witnessed yet another
series of student forums and conferences organized by the WPE to encourage
and guide youths to undertake environmental and nature oriented activities
in their local areas. WPE also this year joint the world at large to
commemorate the ENVIRONMENT DAY with significant activities organized
with Nature Friends clubs. Our school activities were concluded by series of
puppet shows and Green Theatres in schools with the children. We also
were decorated with many outstanding prizes and have designed and
presented some TV and Radio environmental oriented programs for the
sensitization of the general public. We paid tribute to the 5 years of
disappearance of our founding president Wolfgang Heilmann who died in
2010 in Cameroon working for WPE
W.P.E, “Action while others still talk”
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!. (i)
ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES 2015

2015 began on a positive note for WPE after the Christmas break , we
resumed our regular visits in schools beginning with schools around Yaoundé
and in the neighboring districts before extending to the provinces.
This year’s environmental lessons were
centered around the concepts of the
earth charter, the unicef children rights
and the immediate environmental issues
and challenges of local societies.
These combined, give a panoramic view
on the state and situation of our planet
to kids and the need for it protection
for a sustainable future. Our program is
focused on changing the attitudes and
behaviors of the youths to suit in the
development of a sustainable society for a sustainable future with great
respect and consideration to nature and the environment in its integrity. It is
still sometimes very difficult for many
to realize these differences particularly when we talk of issues like global
Warming and climate changes because
they’re practically invisible, hence a
frequent call through EE class session
end up by making an impact through
a whole year round. We thus design
a year long scheme of work combined
with compliment activities and initiatives always concluded at the end of
the year by evaluation mechanisms.
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Our main objective for 2015 in EE
was to improve our statistics from
that of 2014, which was about
50 000 children reached in some
35 schools worked with in the southern part of Cameroon, this year
the goal was to reach more schoools and children in the provinces
thereby fulfilling the mission’s
objective of EE to all schools.
Hence 2015 witnessed a net increase in the number of schools attended punctuated by outdoor EE activities like puppet shows and eco-tourism
trips organized with specialised groups of students from our Nature Clubs
created in partner colleges to guarantee
the continuity of the project. Under the
guiding principle of our partner organ
Nature Friends International, we endeavour to creat as much as possible clubs
of Friends of Nature in schools to propagate the concepts of this body through
our supervision. In front of the crisis of
environmental hygiene, Cameroonian
urban areas are still much affected by
urban hygiene and environmental care,
understanding this problem, WPE has taken the initiative to orientate its
teaching and sensitization on creating a healthy and clean environment.
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In the Cameroonian context, many urban dwellers still hold in mind or don’t
believe that the cleaning of the cities is a collective assignment and that
everyone has a role to play in maintaining a proper image of the city. This is
reflected on the horrible and degrading image of our cities . Our EE
campaign thus
extends from schools to involve the city as a whole.
WPE go
about mobilizing youths in clean up campaigns
around the cities thereby educating them on
the need of collective and individual effort
for a clean, healthy and attractive city.
Each year we situate driving youths from
amongst members of Friends of Nature
clubs in colleges and universities and give
them the privilege to host such activities in
their local communities together with us.
These initiatives have long lasting impact on that
neighborhood and the community at large in shaping their attitudes.
This year we participated in 5 of such initiatives
organized by Better World Cameroon, the Friends of Nature club of the university of Yaounde I, the “ club des amis de la nature” of the
Bethlehem Legrand college and Friends of
Nature Club of the AYUNGHA college . All
these summed up to conclude yet another active year in environmental education and sensitization. We keep on empowering youths in taking similar initiatives and make
the fight a youth affair through our Cameroon network of environmental and
nature clubs in schools and universities.
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In response to this cruel reality of the degrading nature of our urban towns,
we opted for the long term sustainable solutions amongst which investing in
youths education. We believe that through proper environmental education
and sensitization, the children will grow with those concepts and their
behaviors will favor the protection of nature and the environment.
For this reason, children
are at the heart of our
project. We think that
investing in children is the
is the best means to guarantee the future.

We produce manuals for
teachers to teach EE to
children. We also write
recommendations to the
government to institute
environmental education
with credits in the school
program so as to spread
the notion of environmental and nature awareness and also to include in the
teachers training program environmental education to train teachers of EE.
All these stand in our long list of or our long term project of instituting EE as
a tool of combating the problem of environmental mal-practices and nature
from destruction.
We’re undertaking the production of several books on the environment and
nature for teachers, children and the general public, your contribution to
produce these manuals will be of great importance.

PUPPETS SHOW is one of the outstanding tool of WPE education program, it is
an outdoor EE activity that involve the display of puppets or marionettes in a
mounted stage, puppets are made in the image of the various animals and
most often of animals that are facing the danger of extinction. With recorded
dramas and messages, artist will use their hands inside the platform and
manifest the effigies to the tune of the record play. Example here;
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Here is WPE team with volunteer and professional puppet show man Fai Silas
constructing the puppet show stage for display and to the left is a picture
with kids after a puppet show activity. We associate with Silas owner of the
puppets on voluntary basis in the education of the kids in the schools, this
year we organized 5 puppet shows .
The puppet show approach in EE is noted as the most influential activity that
makes the understanding of the messages easier and far reaching because
they are transmitted via drama and theatre mode, thus being perceived as a
film projection the kids get acquainted and adopt the messages much easier
and faster, We can reach 500 kids during one puppet show in a school.

Beside the Puppet show method in environmental education, we are the one
and only NGO in Cameroon that apply innovative education technics in the
campaign for the protection of nature and the environment. We have won
prizes and earned international recognitions in inventing and developing
theatre arts in environmental education in schools to children. We design
nature plays and stories and present in classrooms using the kids to perform.
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WPE Landry Nguetsa a professional
artist here acting an environmental
play in a classroom scene, the children
are very attentive to the drama as it’s
an animal story. Next to the right is
another play with Landry here posting
as the supreme nature that is above all beings on earth, children here
represent the earth and humans that are inferior to nature if it strikes. This
play is specially designed to represent the assertion that nature is above all ;
“We can’t do without nature but Nature can do without humans”

As indicated above, we initiate to organize each year an exhibition to the
general public through presentations and lectures. In june, we received a
large audience during our presentations and respond to their inquiries, this is
another means of raising awareness of the general public. 2015 also saw a
record number of visitors responding to our
call. 720 people visited the presentation in
3 days, WPE keep on showing a difference.
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All year long WPE present environmental
radio programs on radios in Yaoundé, this
goes in our vast sensitization campaign of
the public on the need for the protection
of nature. Here Nguetsa Landry on Radio
KALAK FM, we do present as well on
Amplitude FM and on Radio Environment. Through the radio, the messages
reach a wider audience making the campaign a big reality involving almost
everyone, through such initiatives, WPE have identified itself as one of the
first activist in Cameroon in the domain of environmental education.
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Since the establishment of he WPE Cameroon in 2008 by it late founding
president Wolfgang Heilmann, tree planting was designed as one of the
complimentary activity accompanying environmental education in the
schools, it later became known as the “Green School Project” in 2012 with
funding from all over the world. This year 2015 the project was sponsored
by our longdate partner, Sauveguarde Faune Sauvage of France under our
project collaboration programm.
This activity is very important as it serves
as a practical EE lesson to children, their
participation gives them the impression
of being the actors and this certainly go
a long way in affecting their characters
and behaviors.
the months of April-June are marked by
the arrival of rainfall and this is always
the ideal time for our tree planting activities, as such this year has seen some 300 trees planted in 17 schools. The
Green School Project has since been one
of the great success of WPE with about
some 5000 trees planted in schools and
communities across Cameroon in our 8
years of existence. Following the success of this school project, we moved on
to design the “Green Sahel project”
with the objective of planting about
50 000 trees in localities facing the
rapid approach of the desert.
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Our message behind tree planting to the kids
always centers on presenting a home to biodiversity. We present the multi-functions of
the trees to the immediate environment
and then its role in the temporization of
the earth’s temperatures, through the image
of the desert present to them as a consequence of tree destruction, they understand
much better the reason for planting
trees to protect the environment
so as to avoid desertification. Our
same as many other countries in the
Congo basin is witnessing a rapid
rate of deforestation for diverse demands either for domestic consumpt-

ion Or for exportation and according to
recent researches, the country might
lost half of it forest by 2025 if the
trend continues. So the latest priority
has therefore been on tree planting
revolution to counter offence the rapapproach of the Sahara desert.

The success of the Green School project can be seen here from the first
trees planted in 2011, the first picture is showing one of the trees during it
planting 4 years ago in the university of Yaoundé I with the Friends of
Nature club, and the next is the same tree in 2015.
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Our biggest challenge today in this fight against global warming is our next
tree planting project, the project of the Green Sahel, the northern part of
Cameroon is under severe approach of the Sahara to the Sahel Cameroon.
We’re looking for donors to donate for this mighty project that will see
thousand of trees planted in organized activities with the communities
under serious threads of aridity that is challenging life in all it aspects.
The key object to the subject of this project Green Sahel is underlined as
“Planting Trees-Saving Rivers” with the aim of reforesting gallery forests
that provide streams all in protecting biodiversity .
This reforestation project is centered around the local population as WPE is
especially focused on raising awareness for sustainable exploitation of the
forest and its resources.
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This year our nursery of trees has been exhausted and we initiated
voluntary actions to refurnish it with new seedlings to be ready for the tree
planting sessions of 2016. We have plans for the opening of another nursery
In 2016 that can contain 500-1000 trees so as to reach the demands of our
increasing tree planting activities.
We also intend to open future such
gardens across all the regions to
pilot the green revolution project.
Here are bags ready filled with
humus fertilized soil ready for
seedling or seeds after which they
are kept for 2-3 months before
transplantation in schools and
public places in the process of
education and raising awareness on the role of trees, the need for increase
in their population and sustainable exploitation through geometric replacements.
This year same as in the previous,
We received funding from SFS
(sauveguarde faune sauvage)
France one of our partner in
Europe . We give much thanks to
it president Jean Paul Burget for
his continues present with WPE
Green projects.
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Since 2012 we instituted in our environmental education program the
outdoor learning sessions which comprises of guided trips to the forests or
to forums and in the city for environmental lectures. These classes bring
the children direct in front of problem as they witness it and gives to them
a practical touch of what we often lecture theoretically in classrooms thus
creating the room for seeking possible solutions together. The first face of
EE eco tourism was organised in February with students of our partner and
pilot college Bethlehem Legrand College of Yaounde then followed by the
AYUNGHA BILINGUAL college and Institut Jean Body.
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Above is WPE educator Landry Nguetsa on the left image and together with
Khan Godwin to the right on the right image lecturing students during an EE
eco-tour to the Yaounde Mvog-betsi bootanical zoo. In the Zoo, the students
discover many animal species threaten from extinction and together with
the zoo educators we give practical lessons on the necessity of these
animals to our eco-system and the need for their protection. This trips are
often reserved particularly to students members of the Friends of Nature
clubs we create in colleges and higher institudes.
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Apart from the zoos, we also organize EE classes in the open forest settings
with the children and students, here we present to them the rich
biodiversity of the forest, the impact of human activities and their
consequences to the eco-system. Our forest topics always centers around
global warming and the destruction of the unique ozone layer.
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Outdoor environmental learning at WPE also goes with visual sessions, we
host kids and project a film on many environmental topics, here children
discussing with WPE educators after watching a documentary of Wangari
Mathai in Kenya and her tree planting project to resolve the problem of
dryness. After these documentaries, everyone expresses his own point of
view on similar problems in their communities.

Outdoor learning is very important to kids and students in that it’s perform
far from their classrooms, it gives them a special freedom which makes the
understanding more easier despite the distractions. We therefore have
baptized this activity as eco-tourism in environmental education.
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We also organize street presentations through a mobile board, we carry it
to all corners of the city and meet populations in the markets and schools
and present to them the need for a nature and environmental awareness.

3.(iv)
OUTDOOR EE
LEARNING.(ECO
TOURISM)

WPE, Action while others still talk.

One of the main priority of WPE at it creation was to connect with partner
schools abroad and develop exchange programs between students from
various places in the process of fighting the global. This year WPE was
invited in Denmark to present our theatre arts method in the teaching of
environmental Education. W.P.E representative NGUETSA Landry, picture ,
acting together with the children of the Holbaek school during the visit.

This north-south cooperation in the
campaign for nature protection are
very important in that they permit
in the exchange of ideas and knowledge, in helping one another for a
looking solutions for common global
problems for we share a common
planet. The question of nature is a
global issue and must be look upon
from a global point of view.
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4.
W.P.E PRESENTED
THEATRE ARTS IN
EE LEARNING IN
DENMARK

Human activities in the north pole
will make impact on the south and
vice versa, like melting ice in the
north due to global warming which
result from the lost of trees in the
South tropical forests will eventua
lly end up in flooding in the south.
This shows that north-south coope
ration in nature protection is a
Necessity for a sustainable future .

WPE joint the world at large to organize activities to celebrate the world
environment day on the 5 June 2015. Same as in the previous years, we
organized a public walk across the city and in to the mountain to lecture on
the need of the protection of our environment. The call felt on many
benevolent people who turned out in their numbers and joint the WPE in
spreading the call for a collective take of conscience in the need for the
protection of nature and our general environment.
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W.P.E JOINT THE
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ENVIRONMENT
DAY 2015
The significance of this day should be made public particularly for a city
like Yaoundé and others that are facing many environmental challenges, it
was a call to the urban population on the state of degradation of the city
because of negligence its dwellers.
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The year 2015 also saw us creating a student wing of Nature Friends clubs in
almost all the universities of Yaoundé, through these clubs we can reach a
wider audience to spread the concepts of nature protection in the
university milieu which is an ideal platform for the development of
environmental protection ideas. Under the umbrella of the Nature Friends
International NFI that we represent, we have as an objective to share and
spread the objectives of the organization, and this goes by the
establishment of such clubs in colleges and universities and giving them
activities to realize with our supervision and assistance whenever necessary.
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Together with these clubs in the universities, we organize forums and conferences on environmental issues, lobby the government on the
environmental policies, we also organize many activities and they volunteer
to the activities of WPE on the field. With almost all the Yaoundé based
universities having clubs of Nature Friends, we hope to spread this notion
nationwide, by 2017, we hope to create nature clubs in all the universities
and higher institutions of Cameroon.
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BETTER WORLD CAMEROON B.W.C is one of our partner association in
Cameroon since 2008, together we have built a fruitful cooperation that
has seen us drafted and realized several environmental projects around
Cameroon for over the years. This year they organized an international
summer camp with participants from all over the world like from Paraguay,
France, USA, Korea and Zimbabwe. It is an important occasion in that it
brings the world under one eco-village to express on the challenges of
nature. This year it was organized from August 2-15 and saw a lot of
activities from the WPE contingent participating in the camp.
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6.
W.P.E PART TAKE
IN THE B.W.C
SUMMER CAMP
2015

Standing from the left picture is Landry from WPE together with members
of Ease in Conservation Cameroon and international participants and to the
right picture is Raul WPE Administrative Director from the extreme right,
Karin(white) a WPE volunteer and coordinator of financial affaires,
Emmanuelle 3rd from left WPE Secretary, Kahn Godwin extreme left WPE
public relations and logistic manager and the rest are members of the
Better World Cameroon standing in front of the BWC education centre and
eco-village in Yaoundé
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July 2010-July 2015 is exactly five years that WPE lost it founding father
Wolfgang Anton HEILMANN in Cameroon where he set up the Cameroon wing
of the organization in 2008. His disappearance was a big set back for the
association that was still under construction and structuring and with
Wolfgang playing the pivotal role in the development of the organ. After
his past away, the core members of the association decided to move on with
the association and baptized Wolfgang as it hero while dedicating the work
to him and his family, all our activities of this memorable year were
dedicated to his name and today we’re very proud of what he sowed.
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7.
W.P.E REMEMBER
WOLFGANG ANTON
HEILMANN
FOUNDER OF WPE
CAMEROON
WOLFGANG ANTON HEILMANN FOUNDER WPE CAMEROON
1956-2010

With tributes to our late founding president Wolfgang Heilmann five years
after his disappearance, the 2015’s activities dedicated to him and his
family followed on the same line of our ambitions and objectives set from
the creation, this project represents the future.
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8.
CONCLUSION

If WPE is today known as a driving force in education, sensitization and
raising awareness on the state of degradation of our planet, it’s thanks to
its innovative approaches and total engagement in the campaign. We hope
to go further miles from our achievements to reach our objectives with
your human and material support.
With this, we give special thanks to all who have from far and near
contribute and support us to make this year another success, this goes to
particularly to Fai Sillas for his puppet shows, to Karin BEULINKS our long
years volunteer, to the Mvog-betsi Zoo Yaounde, Better World Cameroon,
Ape action Africa, Ease in conservation, The Last Great Ape LAGA, WWF
Cameroon, Sauveguarde Faune Sauvage France, to Wild Life Action Group
Malawi and to Nature Friends International Austria, but also to all those
who we can’t mention here.

Special regards to all our partner schools in Yaounde and the environs, to
our pilot colleges, universities an other higher institutes of learning home
and abroad, we are here because you are there.
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